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and beginning an argument with him as to the reason for it when aheihethe
lord led ancient israel into the promised land and they obeyed him they
triumphed but they came to one city which could not be taken it was
the city of jericho it hadbad a great wall around it was defended by
mighty men of valor and was well provisioned and even that general
who never smote an enemy except to annihilate them perhaps the
greatest general in history even he diddiodlo not know how to take it the
lord revealed unto him how to do it and what do you think the revela-
tion waslwas I1 am inclined to think that if the lord should give us such
a revelation we would not receive it very kindly the revelation was
this that the people were to march around that city once each day
for seven days and the priests who were to lead the procession were
to blow on trumpets made of rams horns on the seventh day they
were to march around it seven times the priests were to blow upon
the rams horns and the people were to raise a shout in this way
they were promised that god would give them the city suppose
he told us to do that would we not say why lord the people will
laugh at us if we go marching around that city seven times blowing
on horns do not require us to do anything which seems to us absurd
but ancient israel in that day had enough discernment to know that they
were to do as they were told and they marched around the city seven
times on the seventh day the priests blew on the horns the people raised
a shout and the walls of that city fell was it the blowing on the
rams horns that brought that city down no it was the power of
jehovah but if the people had not obeyed the voice of god to them
would the city have fallen no the effect of their doing this they
could no more see than the dog could see the effect of his keeping the
sheep in one place and out of another he could see no reason for itii
neither could the people in that day see any reason for marching around
that city

TO BE CONTINUED

THE HOME OF AN UNKNOWN RACE

ONE of the many remarkable relics of prehistoric races to be found in
the upper ohio valley is old fort ancient in warren county ohio
grass grown circumvallations shaded by majestic trees moss grown with
age and stray mounds containing broken pottery fragments of bones
arrow heads and buried altars where the sacrificial ashes still linger mark
the former home and final burying place of an unknown race the old
fort is located close to the banks of the little miami and is surrounded
by fully five miles of breastwork the fort is divided into three
sections the northern which is called the new fort from indications
that it was built last the middle fort which is narrow and had gateways
and walls dividing it from the others and is thought to have been designed
as a citadel and to the south thetiietile old fort opening into it from the
middle fort is the great gateway which is flanked on either side by a
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large mound this central point is perhaps the most interesting of all
bones weapons and other signs of human occupancy which have been
found lying near the surface indicate that a battle once raged at this
point in the old fort is a part known as the cemetery where many
stone graves have been located when the earth is removed the stones
are found in regular order on the top of the grave making a complete
covering and beneath the stones the skeletons are found buried in the
earth weapons and pottery are also found in the graves the skeletons
which have been exhumed in the fort and nearer the surface are supposed
to be the remains of those who fell in battle while a large number of
human bones found on the west side of the hill under a pile of stones are
supposed to be the remains of enemies who were interred after the battle
the skulls that have been exhumed are of two classes the long heads and
the broad headsbeads which indicate either that two races have occupied the
fort or that its occupants were a mixed race the arrow heads and spear
heads are of several kinds of flint red white black and yellow As flint
is not found in the vicinity the natives doubtless procured their supplies
from other sections there is but one natural spring within the
walls of fort ancient and there has been considerable speculation as
to where uhethe people obtained their watersupplywater supply during times of siege
at several places there are indications that artificial reservoirs were con-
structedstruc ted and there are also traditions of a subterranean passage to the
river numerous graves as well as the ash pits of these villages
hayehave been opened some of the skeletons are well preserved bones of
animals and the antlersanglers of deer have been dug up and shells of the mol
luscsliscs which flourish in the river on whose banks the village stood ardareare
found in the graves and in ash heaps showing that they were used aaas
ornaments and that their contents were appreciated as food the natives
valued the pearls that these mussels produced and there is a theory that
thegreatthe great heaps of shells at the mouth of the river were cast there by
pearl hunters to the north and south part way down the fort hillbill and
on the hills opposite are terraces twenty feet in width which extend dis-
tances of several hundred feet these like the stone pavement which lies
between the parallel walls are a puzzle to antiquarians they are the
only specimens of pavement known to have been the work of the aborig-
ines and two suggestions have been made as to their purpose one that it
was used for games the other that it was a place for sacrifices
there are few indian traditions which throw any light upon the history
of these great prehistoric works As to the age of the fort it has been
asserted by some to be four thousand years old but the weight of opinion
is that one thousand will cover its existence meanwhile the waikwalkwalh of old
fort ancient the graves of the moundbuildersmound builders their tools implements
weapons relicsreliesreiles of their spoils and the ashes of their fires are mute as to
the origin or destiny of the race W G irwinIHWIN in the scientific american

SNEER not at the afflictions of others itjt isia doublycrdoubly crcruellU6 to beat a
cripple with his own 6crutchru tch 1


